Flowers Of Edinburgh, The. FTB.003

England

\[ J = 180 \]

Soldier’s Joy. FTB.004

King’s Head. FTB.004

England

\[ J = 180 \]
Steamboat, The. FTB.007

```
J = 180
```

England

Navvie On The Line. FTB.008

Clog Hornpipe. FTB.008

England
Friendly Visit, The. FTB.009

Manchester Hornpipe, The. FTB.010
Rickett’s Hornpipe. FTB.010
Liverpool Hornpipe. FTB.011

Dorsetshire Hornpipe, The. FTB.012
Within a Mile. FTB.015
Cumberland Long Eight. FTB.015

Speed The Plough. FTB.016
Timour The Tartar. FTB.017
Blanchland Races. FTB.017

England

Devil Among the Tailors, The. FTB.018

England
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Morpeth Rant. FTB.019

Cliff Hornpipe. FTB.020
Ruby Hornpipe. FTB.020
Breakdown, The. FTB.023

England

\[ \text{\( J = 200 \)} \]

\[ \text{\( \text{\#3} \quad \text{\#4} \quad \text{\#8} \quad \text{\#8} \)} \]

Bristol Hornpipe. FTB.024

Blacksmith’s Hornpipe. FTB.024

England

\[ \text{\( J = 180 \)} \]
Cuckoo’s Nest, The. FTB.027

England

Gilderoy. FTB.028

England
Merry Blacksmith, The. FTB.031
Collins’ Reel. FTB.031

England

Fairy Dance, The. FTB.032
Fisher Laddie. FTB.032

England
Pop Goes The Weasel. FTB.039

London Bridge. FTB.040
Ka−foo−zalum. FTB.040

Washing Day, The. FTB.041
Nae Luck Aboot the Hoose. FTB.041
Castles In The Air. FTB.044
Wee Willie Winkie. FTB.044

Over The hills to Glory. FTB.045
Lass O’ Gowrie. FTB.045

Sing Of Sixpence. FTB.046
Calder Fair. FTB.046
Bonny Breast Knots, The. FTB.047

May Day. FTB.048
Miss McLeod’s Reel. FTB.048

Rifleman, The. FTB.049
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Bobby Shaftoe. FTB.052

England

\[ J = 160 \]

Yankee Doodle. FTB.053

All The Way To Galway. FTB.053

England

\[ J = 140 \]
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Buffalo Girls. FTB.056
Old Johnnie Walker. FTB.056

My Love Is But A Lassie Yet. FTB.057

Rose Tree, The. FTB.058
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Dashing White Sergeant, The. FTB.059

White Cockade, The. FTB.060
Davy-Davy Nick-Nack. FTB.061
La Belle Isabelle,aka. FTB.061

Bonnie Laddie. FTB.062
Highland Laddie,aka. FTB.062
High Caul’d Cap. FTB.062

England
La Russe. FTB.065

Tempest, The. FTB.066
My Lodging’s On The Cold Ground. FTB.067
Believe Me, If All Those ... FTB.067

Bonny Tyneside. FTB.068
Lovely Nancy. FTB.072

Young Jane. FTB.073

Come O’er The Stream, Charlie. FTB.074
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Three "Waltz-Ons". FTB.075

Waltz Country Dance. FTB.075

England

J = 80

Wild Hills O' Wannie's, The. FTB.076

England

J = 120
Tenpenny Bit. FTB.077

Oyster Girl. FTB.078
Haste To The Wedding. FTB.081

Smash the Windows. FTB.082
Roaring Jelly. FTB.082
Slashers. FTB.088
Barley Meal. FTB.088

England

\[ J = 120 \]

Off She Goes. FTB.089

England

\[ J = 120 \]
New Rigged Ship, The. FTB.090
Piper’s Fancy. FTB.090

England

Mucking o’ Geordie’s Byre. FTB.091

England
American Dwarf, The. FTB.092
Frost Is All Over. FTB.092
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Ap Shenkin. FTB.093
Tempest, The. FTB.093

England

\[J = 120\]
Lady in the Boat, The. FTB.098

Bugle Quickstep, The. FTB.098

Old Rosin, The Beau. FTB.099

England
Princess Margaret’s Fancy. FTB.100

England

Lass On The Strand, The. FTB.101

Belfast Hornpipe, The. FTB.101
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Wittle Dean. FTB.102

Off To California. FTB.103
Whiskey Hornpipe, The. FTB.103
Minstrel’s Fancy, The. FTB.106

Gipsy’s Hornpipe, The. FTB.107
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King William Of Orange. FTB.108
King of the Fairies. FTB.108
Bonny Charlie. FTB.108

England

Bunch Of Rushes, The. FTB.109

England
First Of May, The. FTB.112

England

\[ J = 160 \]

Paddy On The Turnpike. FTB.113

England

\[ J = 200 \]
Turkey In The Straw. FTB.116

Golden Farmer, The. FTB.117
West End, The. FTB.118
Kirk’s Hornpipe, aka. FTB.118

Far From Home. FTB.119
Pullet, The. FTB.120

Billy In The Lowlands. FTB.121

Betty Black. FTB.122
Petticoat String. FTB.122
Rachel Rae. FTB.126
Courting Them All. FTB.126

Scotch Mary. FTB.127

Drummer, The. FTB.128
Fisher’s Frolic. FTB.132
Salmon Tails Up The River. FTB.132

Jenny’s Gone To Linton. FTB.133
High Road To Linton,The. FTB.133

I’ll Gang Nae Mair To Yon Toon. FTB.134

Stumpey. FTB.135
Sleeping Moggy. FTB.145
Sleepy Maggie. FTB.145

England

Scotland Is My Ain Hame. FTB.146
Highland Wedding. FTB.146

Scotland

England
Drunken Piper, The. FTB.147

\[ J = 100 \]

Drunken Sailor, The. FTB.148

\[ J = 100 \]

Come Dance And Sing. FTB.149

\[ J = 100 \]
Bottom Of The Punchbowl, The. FTB.152

Good–Night, And Joy Be With You. FTB.153
Bluebell Polka, The. FTB.158

Nancy’s Fancy. FTB.159
My Home. FTB.160

Merry Masons, The. FTB.161
Devonshire Waltz, The. FTB.161

Cinderella Waltz, The. FTB.162
Green Hills of Tyrol, The. FTB.162
Saghoni Waltz. FTB.162
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Pickle Tow, The. FTB.166

Silver Pin, The. FTB.167

Shepherd’s Wife, The. FTB.168
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Over The Moor. FTB.169

No Place Like Home. FTB.170
Barnacle Waltz, The. FTB.171

\[ \text{England} \]

\[ J = 120 \]

\[ A \]

\[ B \]

\[ C \text{ if required} \]

Pet of the Pipers. FTB.172

\[ \text{England} \]

\[ J = 120 \]
Biddy The Bowl Wife. FTB.173

England

Peggy’s Wedding. FTB.174

England
Go To The Devil & Shake Yourself. FTB.175
When Sick Is It Tea You Want? FTB.175

England

\[ \text{\textit{Cock o’ the North. FTB.176}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{Go To The Devil & Shake Yourself. FTB.175}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{When Sick Is It Tea You Want? FTB.175}} \]
Hundred Pipers, The. FTB.177
Wi’ a Hundred Pipers An’ A’. FTB.177

Rollicking Irishman, The. FTB.178
Yorkshire Lasses. FTB.178
Hullichan Jig, The. FTB.181

England

Love, Port And Sherry. FTB.182

England
Red Stocking, The. FTB.185
Saddle The Pony. FTB.185
Priest’s Leap. FTB.185

\[ J = 120 \]

\[ \text{England} \]
Mary The Maid. FTB.188
Bung Your Eye. FTB.188
Jolly Old Man, The. FTB.188

England

\( \text{\textcopyright Peter Kennedy} \)
Based on Chris Partington’s transcription http://www.cpartington.plus.com
Drops of Drink. FTB.190

| England |

\[ J = 120 \]

Lannigan’s Ball. FTB.191

Brothers In York, aka. FTB.191

Dribbles of Brandy, aka. FTB.191

| England |

\[ J = 125 \]
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Three Sea Captains, The. FTB.193
Lady Mary Douglas. FTB.194
Muses, The. FTB.195
Three Meet. FTB.195

Perfect Cure, The. FTB.196
Long Dance, The. FTB.196
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